This paper is focused on studying the initialization stage of learning classifier systems (LCS) applying the Pittsburgh approach. It has a theoretical part where the covering probability of a random rule set is modelled and a practical part. The practical part has the objective of developing general initialization policies that have competent performance on a broad range of datasets. Two kinds of policies are tested:
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade the behaviour of genetic algorithms (GA) [13, 11] has been analyzed using several different techniques and approaches. One of them proposes a facet-wise Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. analysis [12] of selectorecombinative GAs based on the building block (BB) concept, proposing a set of models that are used to guarantee the success of a GA for problems of bounded difficulty.
More recently this analysis has been extrapolated to Learning Classifier Systems (LCS), one of the application of evolutionary computation to machine learning tasks. Specifically there is extensive theoretical work [8] to model the behaviour of XCS [19] , one of the most representative systems of the Michigan approach of LCS.
The aim of this paper is to analyze and improve the initialization stage of one of the other major LCS families: the Pittsburgh approach [10] . This study is splitted in two parts. In the first part one of the theoretical models proposed for XCS is adapted for a modern-day Pittsburgh system: GAssist [3] . Specifically, the model studied in this paper deals with the supply of raw building blocks in the population. That is, the initialization stage of the system. This theoretical model deals with the probability of matching a random input instance for the GABIL [10] nominal knowledge representation. The model is also applicable to representations that inherit the semantics of GABIL, such as the Adaptive Discretization Intervals (ADI) [3] knowledge representation for real-valued attributes.
In the second part of the paper a form of smart initialization operator is studied. This operator creates the initial rules of the population as generalized versions of randomly chosen instances from the training set, in a similar manner to the covering operator of XCS [19] or the initialization stage of the HIDER genetic iterative rule learning system [1] . Two instance sampling methods are studied.
These studied models and techniques are tested experimentally on a broad range of real datasets with one general goal: determining if there is a global initialization policy with competent performance. If this goal is achieved, it can alleviate the practitioner of the system from manually tuning the initialization stage of the system for each dataset. The performance of the system is also compared to a broad range of alternative learning systems comprising different learning paradigms and knowledge representations.
The paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 presents some related work, followed by section 3 describing briefly the framework of the classifier system studied in the paper. Then, sections 4 and 5 define the match probability model and the smart initialization operator, respectively. Next, section 6 describes the experimental evaluation reported in this paper. The results of this evaluation are discussed in section 7 and, finally, section 8 describes the conclusions and proposes some further work.
RELATED WORK
There is extensive theoretical work [8] of the behaviour of Michigan style systems, specifically on XCS. Its behaviour is modelled from several different points of view: covering bound (to make sure that the initial rules can match the input instances), schema bound (to make sure that these initial rules contain good classifiers), reproductive opportunity bound (to ensure reproduction and growth of good rules), time bound (number of needed learning steps to achieve perfect accuracy), and niche support bound (ensure that all sub-solutions are sustained with high probability). Some of these bounds are also useful for the Pittsburgh approach of LCS, and the model proposed in this paper is inspired in the covering bound model of XCS.
The use of initialization operators that use training instance to create rules is not new in the LCS field. The covering operator performs this task in the XCS system [19] . This operator is activated when the system cannot match an input example and creates a rule that is a generalized version of the instance.
A similar operator is used in the HIDER system [1] , which is an evolutionary iterative rule learning system. HIDER uses iteratively a GA to learn one rule at a time applying a separate-and-conquer policy. In this case the operator is used to create the initial population of the GA. These initial rules are also generalized versions of randomly sampled training instances.
We can also find examples of Pittsburgh approach systems that use similar operators, such as the GIL system [14] . This system proposes a mixed initialization stage, initializing randomly some of the individuals of the population and creating rules that are exact copies of randomly sampled training instances. This is the main difference from the two previously mentioned systems, where the created rules are generalized versions of the input instance, not exact copies. The GIL author states that the best initialization method is a mix of these two policies (random and instance-based). However, there is no information about how this mix is performed, nor a model about the initialization behaviour.
FRAMEWORK
The system used in this paper is called GAssist [3] , and it is a Pittsburgh learning classifier system descendant of GABIL [10] . The system applies a near-standard GA that evolves individuals that represent complete problem solutions. An individual consists of a variable-length rule set. The knowledge representation for discrete attributes (rules with conjunctive normal form (CNF) predicates) and the semantically correct crossover operator is taken directly from GABIL. Next is a brief description of its main features.
Control of the individuals length: Dealing with variable-length individuals raises some important issues. One of the most important one is the control of the size of the evolving individuals because it can grow without control, something known as Bloat effect [18] . This control is achieved in GAssist using two different operators:
• Rule deletion. This operator deletes the rules of the individuals that do not match any training example. This rule deletion is done after the fitness computation and has two constraints: (a) the process is only activated after a predefined number of iterations (to prevent an irreversible diversity loss) and (b) the number of rules of an individual never goes below a threshold.
• Minimum description length-based fitness function. The minimum description length (MDL) principle [17] is a metric applied in general to a theory (being a rule set in this paper) which balances the complexity and accuracy of the rule set. We have used an implementation of the MDL principle tailored to the Pittsburgh approach and the used knowledge representations [3] .
Knowledge representations For nominal attributes the GABIL [10] representation has been used. For real-valued attributes we have used a representation called adaptive discretization intervals (ADI ) rule representation [3] . This representation uses the semantics of the GABIL rules (conjunctive normal form predicates), but instead of the values of a nominal attribute, it uses non-static intervals formed by joining neighbouring low-level intervals provided by several predefined candidate discretization algorithms. These intervals can evolve through the learning process splitting or merging among them and potentially using several discretization algorithms at the same time.
Explicit and static default rule: Using the rules of an individual as an ordered set to perform the match process allows the creation of very compact rule sets by the use of default rules. We use an existing mechanism [5] to explicitly exploit this issue and determine automatically the class for the default rule.
Policy for missing values: Some of the problems used in the experimentation reproduced in this paper have missing values. A substitution policy has been used. Before starting the learning process all missing values are changed with either the average value of the attribute (for realvalued attributes) or the most frequent value (for symbolic attributes). These averages are not computed using all the train instances, but only the ones belonging to the same class as the instance with a missing values being substituted.
MODELLING THE MATCH PROBABILITY
The objective of this section is to model the probability that an individual has of matching a random input instance. Therefore, it is dependant of the knowledge representation. Thus, the first step is to describe briefly the used representation: the GABIL one.
In GABIL each rule consists of a condition part and a classification part: condition → classif ication. Each condition is a Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) predicate defined as:
Where Ai is the ith attribute of the problem and V j i is the j th value that can take the ith attribute.
This kind of predicate can be encoded into a binary string in the following way: if we have a problem with two attributes, where each attribute can take three different values {1,2,3}, a rule of the form "If the first attribute has value 1 or 2 and the second one has value 3 then we assign class 1" will be represented by the string 110|001|1. In order to create the initial population, GABIL uses a probability of assigning value "1" to each position in the predicate. Therefore, the probability that each initial rule has of matching a random input instance is defined in equation 1 where P1 is the probability of value "1" and a is the number of attributes in the domain.
We can extend 1 to a whole individual (consisting in a set of rules) with equation 2 where r is the initial number of rules per individual.
would be applicable to the GABIL representation as it is defined. However, in the learning system studied in this paper we are also using an explicit default rule mechanism. This means that we have to use a P1 probability low enough to make sure that the default rule is really used. Given the assumption of equal class distribution we can tune P1 with the objective of having a match probability equal to the percentage of examples not covered by the default rule (where nc is the number of classes in the domain):
Two constraints for the minimum and maximum allowed probability (0.1 and 0.95, respectively) are added. With 5 we have developed an automatic method to adjust the value for P1. In order to check if the assumption made is valid enough we computed the experimental average match ratio of all the rules but the default one for the individuals in the initial population using the datasets used for the experimentation reported in section 6. Table 1 compares the experimental match ratio with the assumption of uniform class distribution, showing also the computed P1. The results indicate that the average divergence is quite low (3.52%) showing that the assumption is quite reasonable.
INSTANCE-BASED RULE INITIALIZATION
This smart initialization algorithm is defined in the code in figure 1. Basically, it samples without replacement an instance from the training set and creates a rule that is a generalization of the given instance (using P1 to generalize the rule). It also takes into account the use of the explicit default rule, sampling only instances not belonging to the class of the default rule.
Two variants of the instance sampling mechanism have been tested. The first one assigns equal probability to all eligible instances, that is, not belonging to the default class of the individual being initialized. The second mechanism gives equal probability to all eligible classes. After randomly selecting the class, one of its instances is randomly sampled with uniform probability. The reason for testing this second mechanism is that the GAssist system has shown previously that has some difficulties in solving domains with high class Figure 1 : Smart rule initialization operator unbalance [3] . It is clear that this mechanism will not completely solve the problem, but at least we can test if it has some influence over the performance of the system.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Tests design
The objective of the experiments reported in this paper is to determine which is the most suitable (or at least more robust) global policy to automatically tune the initialization stage of GAssist. In order to achieve this objective we will combine the two kind of techniques studied in this paper:
• Policies to give value to P1 The combination of these settings produce 15 configurations to test. 25 datasets have been used in this paper. These datasets represent a broad range of domains in respect to number of attributes, instances, type, etc. These problems were taken from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) repository [6] , and their features are summarized in table 2.
The datasets will be partitioned using the standard stratified ten-fold cross-validation method. Also, three different sets of 10-cv folds and 5 random seed will be used. This means that the results for each dataset and configuration will be the average of 150 runs. Student t-tests will be used in order to analyze and compare the results of the tests, using a confidence interval of 95%. Also, the Bonferroni correction will be used for multiple pair-wise comparisons.
The comparison process will use the following methodology: First, for each of the three types of initialization operators tested we will use statistical tests to determine which of the 5 types of P1 tuning policies is the most suitable one. After the best (or more robust) policy is identified for each initialization operator these optimal configurations will be compared among them to determine the global best policy. This global policy will be compared with some alternative learning systems.
Parameters of the system are described in table 3. Table 4 shows the test accuracy for the tested P1 tuning policies using the random initialization operator for all datasets. Table 5 shows global averages over all datasets of training and test accuracy, and also the results of the t-tests: the count of times that a method significantly outperforms other methods and the count of times that a method has been significantly outperformed.
Results of the tests with NoSI
From these results we can see a huge performance difference between the configurations using values 0.25 and 0.50 for P1 and the other configurations. Looking at the full results in table 4 we can see how some configurations are unable to learn at all in certain datasets. An extreme example of this problem is the son dataset which needs at least a value of 0.90 for P1. The only two configurations that are able to learn properly for all the tested datasets are 0.75 and the automatic one. The automatic policy manages to obtain the highest training accuracy, which indicates that it is able to produce a set of initial individuals that allow the system to learn but that are not over-general, showing a good equilibrium between generality and specificity. However, this fact does not produce an advantage in the test stage, where this configuration achieves very similar performance to the 0.75 and 0.90 policies. The combination of t-tests and average accuracy results indicate that the best policy is 0.90. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the results of testing the smart initialization operator with instance-wise sampling. The results show how the smart initialization operator has a positive effect on all the configurations that were unable to learn in the previous tests with the random initialization operator. We can observe that two configurations (0.75 and Auto) have higher training accuracy than the configuration with top test accuracy (0.90). The smart initialization operator amplifies the effect observed in the Auto configuration of the previous tests. The combination of t-tests and average accuracy results indicate that the best policy is 0.90. Tables 8 and 9 summarize the results of testing the smart initialization operator with class-wise sampling. The results show how all configurations increase or maintain the test accuracy in respect to the previously reported results about the smart initialization operator using instance-wise sampling. This time the only configuration that has never been significantly outperformed is 0.75, and unlike the two previous groups of tests, this configuration almost achieves the top training accuracy.
Results of the tests with IWSI
Results of the tests with CWSI
Comparison of the initialization operators
This subsection summarizes the results of the previous three subsections by comparing the best P1 policies for the three studied initialization operators. Table 10 contains this comparison. We can see how all methods achieve similar test performance, being IWSI and CWSI slightly more robust than NoSI. Table 6 : Test accuracy of the tested P1 tuning policies using IWSI. The best method for each dataset is marked With the exception of LIBSVM, we have used the WEKA [20] implementation of these algorithms, using the default parameters. Table 11 summarizes the results of this comparison. We can see how GAssist is the top performing method and also the learning system least times being significantly outperformed (almost tied with LIBSVM. As expected given the selective superiority problem [7] , there is no learning system completely superior to the other ones. Nevertheless the results show how GAssist has competitive performance compared to the other systems.
As a reference for the results reported in this paper, there is a recent comparison of a basic GAssist version (using NoSI ) against XCS in the literature [4] . Results of XCS are not included in this paper because different partitions of the datasets where used therefore the statistical tests used would not be directly applicable.
DISCUSSION
The reported results show some general trends. First of all, GAssist needs very general initial individuals (very high P1 probability) in order to learn properly. This requirement can be slightly relaxed when the smart initialization operator is used, specially when applying the class-wise sampling. Also, observing the results for each of the three tested initialization operators we can see how the configuration achieving top training accuracy is not the best one in the test stage.
These two facts indicate that the goal of the initialization policies should not be to generate the most accurate initial individuals, but to create a set of individuals that by means of the current crossover and mutation operators can lead to It is necessary to analyze if it is worth using the smart initialization operator. The results show how it is only significantly better than the original random initialization in one of the 25 tested datasets. This operator has to be combined with a high P1 probability in order to achieve good test accuracy, and this means that the influence of the operator is smaller because the generated rules are not that much different from a pure randomly initialized rule.
Nevertheless, we think that this is only a first step. If this operator can be combined, for instance, with a fitness function biased towards individuals that cover all classes in the dataset, the performance of GAssist in domains with high class unbalance can be improved. Also, if the system could be extended with smart recombination operators that do not require such high P1 probability, the initialization policies could be tuned to more aggressive (less over-general) settings in order to boost the performance of the system in both training and test accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This paper has studied the initialization stage of the Pittsburgh approach of learning classifier systems. The paper started by proposing a model for the match probability of a random rule set (individual) for the GABIL knowledge representation. The model was applied to automatically tune P1, the initialization probability used in GABIL, which led to the second part and major objective of the paper: determine empirically if there is a global initialization policy that is suitable for a broad range of datasets.
The experimentation contained two kinds of tested techniques: (1) P1 tuning policies, comparing the automatic policy proposed with some global values for P1 and (2) initialization operators, comparing the purely random rule initialization operator against an smart one generating rules that are a generalized version of a randomly sampled training instance. Two types of instance sampling methods were tested: a pure sampling without replacement of all instance in the training set and a sampling process where all classes in the dataset have equal probability of being used.
The combination of these two kinds of policies led to 15 configurations being tested. We tested separately the P1 tuning policies for each initialization operator in order to determine the most suitable policy for each of them. Later, when comparing the initialization operators we used only these best policies. The objective was to determine if there is some general initialization policy with competent performance, in order to simplify the tuning process needed to adjust the system for each dataset. This objective has been completely achieved, and by more than a single configuration. The results also indicate the kind of initial individuals that are required in order to guarantee that the system creates well-generalized solutions.
The main priorities of the further work should be to modify the system to exploit more successfully the techniques studied in this paper by means of smart recombination operators and class-wise fitness functions. It would also be worth to use the match probability model from others points of view. For simplicity reasons, we have used only a single value for the initial number of rules per individual. It would be worth to study the influence of this variable in the performance of the system. Moreover, the model could be used to create a population sizing formula. A model relating the generality degree of the individuals with the success of the crossover operator would also be useful to complement the existing match probability model and refine the P1 tuning formula.
